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STANDARD:

DIN 8074 & 8075
Use of Polyethylene Pipe
Polyethylene is the first choice material for Pipe distribution system for over 35 years, In 2001 76%
of small diameter water Pipes in Europe were made from Polyethylene and now a day’s some 3.4
million tons of polyolefin (Polyethylene and Polypropylene) are dedicated to Pipe grade production
globally.

Advantage of Royal Polyethylene Pipe
Polyethylene has become the most popular material as it offers Significant Benefits Compared to
alter- native materials, namely.

1. Low Maintenance:
Royal P.E Pipe retains their strength and func-

PE pipe require less fitting for connection be-

tionality with minimum mainte- nance. They are

cause they are elastic and in many places they

easily weld able into long sections, Exhibits slow

do not require connection where the other types

crake growth resistance and a long life time in

do because PE pipes are bendable with a radius

both static and dynamic loads.

of

(Advantage of perfect leak proof, no crack , no
break and deformation under pressure)
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2. Low Cast Of Installation

4. High Safety Record and No
Leakage:

Royal P.E Pipes are flexible, light weight and
tough, enable easier site handling and Installa-

Weld ability brings leak free joints over long dis-

tion along with easier coiling into long lengths

tances, and the ability to withstand high axial

for easier handling and storage. (Availability of

and bending loads without joint failure.

more than one connection method ( butt weld-

Advantage of being not affected from earth

ing ,electrocution welding , push fit sockets, etc)

movement like landslide earthquakes, etc.

There is no need to take protection precaution at

Also safe application in irregular surface like

the time of installation like cathodic protection,

sea river lake passage and at place where there
may be frequent earth movements.

3. Long Life Time
Royal P.E Pipes can be certified to last at least
for 50 years and withstand harsh terrains and
climate with no corrosions. They exhibit excellent Chemical resistance and good resistance to
weather ability and UV along with resistance to
microorganism and rodent attack.
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Specifications for PE 100
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STANDERD DIN 8074

APPLICATIONS OF ROYAL PE
PIPE
Drinking Water

Natural Gas

Royal PE Pipe is the best choice to use it for

Royal HDPE&MDPE pipes are suitable for the

the transport of water. Due to food grade mate-

distribution of natural gas because they have

rial, their flex- ibility, longer lengths and lesser

good resis- tance against chemicals; corrosion

number of fittings they are more economical as

and stress crack etc. the royal HDPE pipe are

compare to other pipe material like G.I pipes.

also good for the trans- port of other gases like

They are easy to be used in hilly terrain areas

Carbon Dioxide, Carbon Monoxide, Hydrogen

due to their flexibility.

etc.

Sewage Disposal

Telecommunications

Royal HDPE pipe can easily be used for the

Royal PE pipe is very suitable option as ducts

discharge of dirty and polluted fluid form the do-

for optic fiber in telecommunication. In this case

mestic com- mercial and industrial buildings.

the PE pipe can be ribbed to facilitate less content area and fraction while pulling the cable.
Moreover the cable in these pipes can be pulled

Relining

in longer length up to 500 meter thereby reducing the number of jointing.

The Royal PE pipe can be used for the relining
of drainage water pipe line due to their flexibility

Natural Gas

and ex- cellent fusion property. The process has
proved to be more cost effective as compare to

Royal PE pipe can effectively be used for pump-

the replacement with new pipes

ing reactive chemicals in Mining and Processing Industries as these pipes do not react with
chemicals and hence make these processes
safe and easy
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PRODUCT SELECTOR (TYPICAL) AND MARKING
The Product Selector lists the normally available

SDR = Standard Dimension Ratio = Average

range of pressure pipes (HDPE/MDPE) and fit-

Pacified Outside Diameter

tings for Socket, Butt (also popped), Saddle and/

Minimum Specified Wall Thickness This Symbol

or Electro-fusion (Basically, 2nd Generation).

relates to SDR-11 (4bar) This symbol relates to

Pipes and fittings in the Royal P.E. Gas Pipes

SDR-17 (2 bar)

Systems are manufactured in two classes, SDR
11 and SDR 17/17.6, where:-

Nearest Equivalent Inch Size

Pipe pressure rating in accordance with the following formula:
And P=Internal Pressure, psi
S=long term hydrostatic strength, psi (1600)
DR=Dimension Ratio = D/t
D=outside diameter, actual, inches
T=Wall, minimum Wall Thickness, inches
DF= design factor (0.5 for water @ 73.4° F)
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAM FOR PE PIPES

The Connection methods include:
dia≤63, adopt thermal-fusion socket connection or electric-fusion connection
dn≤75, adopt thermal-fusion butt joint or electric-fusion connection
Connected to metal pipes, adopt flange connection or transition fitting
connection.

Thermal socket connection:
When adopting this method, use thermal welding machine, here under the specific procedures:
Check the pipe surface to see whether it is damaged, clean all the burrs
attached on the inci sion.
Measure the depth of the socket, mark on the pipe-surf race.
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Thermal-fusion butt jointing:
When adopting this method, use thermal fusion butt welding machine,
the specific procedures are as following:
Clamp down the pipe on the jig of the welding machine
Clean up the connection part and milling the connection side.
Adjust the joining parts; make the misplacement less than 10% of
the wallthickness.
Put the heating panel.
Pull out the heating panel when finishing heating.
Joint the two heating parts swiftly, increase pressure to the fusion-joint pressure and keep the pressure until it cools down.
Thermal-fusion is completed.
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CONVERSION TABLE
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